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Measurement of Field Distortion in Free-Air 
Ionization Chambers by Analog Method 1 

William Miller 2 and Robert 1. Kennedy 3 

A two dimensional allaJog of a free-air ionization chamber for the measurement of fi eld 
distortion was obtained by painting conducting lines on resistance paper to represent cross 
sections of the electrodes. Guard wires were simulated by driving record p layer needles 
into the paper . The volume of the chamber from which charge was collected was related 
to the resistance between two of the lines on the paper, and small changes in this volume 
could be determined accurately by observing resistance changes. Grounded plates external 
to the chamber were simulated by additional lines painted on the paper, and the effect of 
t hese plates on the collecting volume was determined by measuring a change in res istance 
as the potential of these (simulated) external plates was changed. M easurements were 
also made for gnards in the form of double wires and strips. There is some evidence from 
m easurements on three dimensional ionization chambers that the top and bottom of t he 
surrounding grounded X-ray shield tends to decrease the effects of distortion caused by the 
ends of the X-ray shield, so that the data obtained here would represent an upper limit to 
the error for the indicated chamber cross section. 

1. Introduction 

Of fundamental interest in cOlmection with X-ray 
measurements is the dose, a quantity that is closely 
correlated with biological damage. For X-rays 
with peak energies below 3 M ev, the roentgen is 
the unit of dose, and is defined in terms of the 
ionization produced by the X-rays in a given mass of 
air [1]. 4 A direct measurement of the roentgen 
is achieved with the aid of a free-air ionization 
chamber, which is designed to collect the ionization 
pl'9cluced in a defined region of air by a collimated 
beam of X-rays. One of the problems associated 
with the use of a free-air chamber is the accurate 
delineation of this "collection volume." 

The electrode system in a free-air chamber is often 
a guarded parallel plate condenser with the vertical 
planes of the electrodes parallel to the direction of 
the X-ray beam. The collimated X-ray beam 
passes horizontally through the center of the con
denser. One plate of the condenser is positioned 
to one side of the beam and maintained at a high 
potential in order to sweep out the ionization pro
duced in air by the beam. The plate on the opposite 
side is divided into three regions. The ionization 
collected by the central r egion (collecting plate) is 
measured. The other two are guard plates to reduce 
the field distortion. The mall gap between the 
collector and each of the guard plates extends to 
the full h eight of the plates. 

Some of the geometrical parameters of the chamber 
must meet rcquirements imposed by physical pl'Op
t ics of the radiation. For example, the separation 
of the plates will depend on the range of the electrons 
which are ejectcd by the incident beam of X-rays. 
The range of the electrons will also place a minimum 
requirem ent on tbe height of the plates. Another 
restriction on the chamber is that the distance from 
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the collimateI' to the front of the collecting region 
be sufficient for electronic equilibrium to be e tab
lished. Physical requirements uch as these have 
been studied in detail in connection with the 250 kv 
and 500 kv standard free-ail' chambel's at the Bureau 
by AttLx and D eLaVergne [2] and by Wyckoff and 
Kim [3]. 

Another set of limitations on the chamber desi~n 
is related to the problem of electrostatic field dIS
tortion. If the chamber is to be used a an absolute 
measuring device one must have accurate informa
tion about the volume from which the ionization is 
collected. The diaphl'agm of the chamber defines 
the area of thc beam but the longitudinal dimension 
of this volume is determined by the electro tatic 
force lines r eaching the vertical edges of the collector 
plate. If the electrostatic field is sufficiently well
guarded, the field will be uniform, and the length of 
the collecting volume known precisely. However, 
it is usually necessary to restrict the size of the 
ionization chamber, and to surround it with a lead 
shield at ground potential to minimize the back
ground from st.ray X-rays, and to act as an electro
static shield. The distortion produced by this 
shield can effectively decrease the dimension of the 
collecting volume in the direction of the X-ray beam, 
and cause a corresponding change in the ionization 
current collected. It is this typ e of field distortion 
which is of prime interest here, and the bulk of the 
work to be described was designed to detcrmine the 
magnitude of this distortion for various chamber 
configurations. 

A lead shield surrounding the ionizaLion chamber 
can also change the effective dimension of the col
lecting volume in a vertical direction. This dis
tortion is less important because Lhe ionization 
density falls off rapidly as one moves radially off the 
beam. To determine its effect the disLortion data 
presented below must be combined with data on the 
radial distribution of the ionization [2]. However, 
t.here is some evidence, discussed below, that indicate 
that the perpendicular distortion may affect the 
length of tbe collecting region . 
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A type of field distortion which is not due to the 
shield around the chamber, is the bowing out of the 
electrostatic lines of force which occurs at th e edges 
of the plates in a condenser. It will be shown that 
this effect is very small for the well-guarded chambers 
considered here. 

Examples of early investigations of field distortion 
are those of Duane and Lorenz [4] and Failla [5]. 
Duane and Lorenz isolated the effect of an external 
grounded plate by observing the change in ionization 
current as this plate was successively connected to 
the ground electrode of the chamber and the high 
voltage electrode. The measurement was carried out 
for a particular chamber configuration, and hence 
did not yield sufficient data to determine design 
requirements. 

Failla [5 ] has investigated the field distortion in a 
free air chamber designed for use with X-rays 
generated at about 100 kv. The plates were 42 cm 
long and 22 cm high , and the collector was divided 
into 11 strips 22 cm high and abou t 3.9 cm wide. 
The beam entered the chamber horizontally. The 
beam diameter was small compared to 22 cm, and 
since th e photoelec trons and Compton elec trons did 
not produ ce significant ionization at distances of 
the order of 11 Cill, the field distortion at the top and 
bottom of the chamber for small plate separators did 
no t affect the ionization current collected . The 
chamber was surrounded by a grounded shield, 
(excep t for holes to let the beam through) and the 
dimension of this shield along the beam direc tion 
was 53 cm. 'Vben the plate separation was suffi
cienUy small, th e ionization currents to several of 
the collector strips near the center were equal , and 
this was interpreted as indicating that the field was 
uniform in this region .5 When the plate separation 
was increased the number of plates for which the 
currents were equal decreased . In this way Failla 
estimated what fraction of th e region between the 
electrode system was in a uniform field, as a function 
of the ra tio of electrode length to plate separa bon. 
H e estimated, for example, that if the plate separa
tion was one-tenth of the total length of the electrodes 
th e field was uniform for 80 percent of the region 
between t he plates. This uniform region was 
reduced to about 35 percent when th e separation 
was increased t.o one·fifth of th e electrode length and 
when t.he separation reach ed one-half of the plate 
length (i. e., at a separation of 21 cm) the field was 
not even uniform over a single collector plate. 
Although this study was carried out with the ends 
of the grounded box at a given distance (5.5 em) 
from th e edges of th e electrodes, it is eviden t that the 
field distortion increases as this distance is decreased . 

Free-air chambers are curren tly buil t for measure
ments on X-rays with peak energies well aboye the 
100 kv used by Duanc and Lorenz and by Failla. 

, The faet that several strips collected the sam e ionization " 'ould not in itself 
p rove that t here is no d istortion . since the distortion errol' might be the same in 
each of these strips. Failla's interpretation was supporied hy the fact tbat the 
current to the outer strip remained con stant as the pla te separat ion was increased. 
H owever, Atti x: has I'ecf'ntly raised the poi nt that Failla's p la te separat ion was 
inadeq uate [OJ' t he electron range involved . 'J:his would cause an increase in 
ionization curren t wi th plate separation, whi ch would tend to ca ncel the losses 
p roduced b y in crca~:jng fi eld d istortion . T'hus, i t seems llnsfl fe to concl ude that 
the e~llality of currents to several collector strips assures that there is 110 fi eld 
distort iOll . 

The plate separation must be greater for these higher 
peak energies, and this makes the distortion problem 
more serious. For example, one might consider a 
500 kv chamber to be built as a scaled up version of 
the chamber studi ed by Failla [5] . The required 
separation of the electrodes is sueh that each guard 
plate would have to be well oYel' a meter long, if th(1 
field is to be uniform over a sufficient region for col
lection. In order to achieve sufficient field uniform
ity with reasonable electrode lengths, free-air cham
bers are usually provided ,yi th a set of guard wires 
between the edges of t he parallel condenser plates . 
Each wire is in a plane parallel to the condenser 
plates. The wires are uniformly spaced and their 
potential is uniformly graded by a r esistance net
work. Studies of the effect of guard wires on field 
uniformity were made by Failla [5] and by T aylor 
and Singer [6]. This guarding has been carried fur
ther in the standard free-air chamb ers at the Bureau . 
The 250-kv cham ber is proyided with double guard 
wires and the 500-lev standard has a combination of 
guard wires and strips. 

To determine what the field distortion is in a given 
chamber , one could eaITY out measurements, similar 
to those of Duane and Lorenz and Failla, on the 
actual chamber. Alternatiyely one might construct ' 
scale models and determine their capacitance. The 
deviation of the measured capacitance from the com
puted undistor ted capacitance could be used as a 
measure of the fi eld distortion. However , free-air 
chambers do not usually haYe guard plates above and 
below the collector. This is not considered to be 
necessary, as the ion density in this region is very 
low, so a r elatively large distol' ion is acceptable 
there. Capacity deviation " 'ould b e due principally 
to distor tion in this region. :'-.Ioreover if scale mod
els are made, the distortion determined by ionization 
methods would be more direc tly applicable. Thus, 
neither of these methods seems practical when the 
effect of a number of variables is desired. T o permit 
distortion measurements to be made for a wide 
variety of configurat ions, an analog device was set 
up. Since the standard free -air chambers at NBS 
are being constru cted to han ' an over-all accuracy of 
0.5 percent, the analog deyice for measuring the 
effect of fi eld distortion was designed to have an 
accuracy of 0.1 percent. 
- It should be noted that the measurements de
scribed here are two-dimensional, so that the results 
are strictly applicable only when th e plate heights are 
effectively infini te . In an actual chamber , the pla tes 
will be of finite height, and there will be grounded 
plates above and below the chamber. Guard wires 
running along the top and bottom of the cham bel' de
crease t he distortion produced by the top and bottom 
of the surrounding X-ray shield . It was pointed out 
earlier that one of the effects of ground above and be
low t he chamber is a vertical deflection of the lines of 
force, and that this tend s to be unimpor tan t because 
th e ionization falls off rapidly as one moves radially 
out from the beam cen ter. Howeyer, it is also pos
sible that the top and bottom of the X-ray shield will 
affect the electrostatic fi eld a t the ends of the cham-
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bel'. Evidence of such an eA:ect was obtained with 
t he 250-kv chamber and will be described belo,,~ . 

2 . Method of Measurement 

The effect of a grounded plate on the electrostatic 
field inside the chamber has been schematized in 
figure 1, which is a cross section of the chamber il~ a 
plane perpendicLLlar to the electrodes, and con tams 
the X-ray beam. The collector is represented by C, 
the guard plates by G, the high voltage plate by H , 
the guard wires by W , and grounded shield by B. 
The presence of t he box, B , causes the lines of force 
leaving the edge of the collector plate to flare in, as 
indicated by the dashed lines F' . (The lines F' and 
F" are purely schematic, and are designed to show 
the direction of shift of the lines of force rather than 
a detailed shape.) For the configurations to be 
studied here, tllese lines of force would be normal to 
the electrodes (as shown by the dashed lines F ) jf the 
grounded box were removed.6 

To determine the decrease in collecting volume 
caused by the presence of B, (i . e., by the shift of 
the lines from F to F' ) one could simulate the cross 
section of Lhe chamber i.n an electrolytic tank [7], 
and plot the lines of force. However , it has proven 
difficult to achieve an accuracy of 1 percent in the 
field plots obtained with an electrolytic tank [7], 
so that thi.s technique is of limited usc here. 

The desired accuracy was achieved b~- making a 
more direct measurement of the collecting volume. 
If the region between the collector and guard plate 
system and the high voltage plate were filled with 
a medium of uniform resistivity, the resistance 
between the collector plate and the high volLage 
plate would be related to the collecting volume. 
This may be seen by reference to figure 1, where 
the length of th e collector plate has been specifLed 
as L; x is the distance from a point in the chamber 
to the plane of Lhe collector plate, and o(x) represents 
the "displacemen t" of the line of force F' from F , 
measured parallel to the electrodes. (0 (x ) will be 
considered positive if the lines F' are further apar t 
than L at that value of x.) If one considers a thick
ness T of the r esistive medium, and its resistivity is 

6 The question of wbether or not t he fi eld is uniform when the grounded shield 
is not present is discussed furtber in the next section. 
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FIG UHE 1. S chellwtic cross-section of fre e air ionization 
chamber. 

p, then the resistance between the collector and high 
voltage plates is 

( S pdx 
R= Jo T[L+20(x)] 

where S is the separation between the plates. 
o<L, the denominator can be expanded : 

1 ...... 1 (1 - 20 (x) + [20 (X) ]2 • •• ) . 
L +20(x) L L D 

(1) 

If 

(2) 

For oiL of the order of a few percent or less i. E'., if 
the distortion is small, only the first two terms need 
be retained, and (1) becomes 

(3) 

If Ro is defined as the resistance between C and H 

when the electrostatic fi eld is uniform, then Ro=;i 

and eq (3 ) becomes: 

R=Ro-Ro~ (4) 

'Where V o= LST, and represents the collecting 
volume when the field is uniform , and L1 V rcpresents 
the change in this volume when the lines F shift to F'. 
Equation (4 ) may be written 

(5) 

The resistance measuremen L could be made by 
inserting plates and wires into an electrolytic tank, 
to simulate a cross section of tho chamber, and meas
uring resistances between the collector and high 
voltage plates. Since it would h ave required an 
elaborate mechanical setup to permit variation of 
the chamber parameters while maintaining accurate 
alignment of the components in the electrolytic 
tank, this method did not show promise. 

A suitable resistive medium was found in the form 
of a condu cting paper used for electrical recording. [8] 
Cross sections of the electrodes wore represented by 
lines of conducting paint, which were applied to the 
paper in the form of silver in a butyl acetate carrier. 
In all cases the separation, S, was set at 40 cm (sec 
fig. 1). The guard wires were simulated by driving 
record player n eedles through the paper. The cross 
section of the n eedles in the plane of the paper was a 
circle with a diameter of 0.5 mm . The spacing be
t ween the noedles was 2 cm , so that there were 21 
needles at each end of the cham bel', excep t in the 
double guard wil'e case, when an additional line of 
needles, 3 cm outside the first line, was provided at 
cach end of the chamber. Guard strips were also simu
lated by painting a fine conducting line between each 
pair of n eedles in the doubl e wire sctup. A 6-yolt 
storage battery su pplied a potential to the condenser. 
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The same potential, together with a dividing net
work, uniformly graded the potential to the needles. 
The variable resistors Rs and Rg permitted inde
pendent meaSUTement of the cmTent to the collector, 
while maintaining the collector and guard plates at 
the same potential. 

In principle, the quantity t>.RjRo, in eq (5), could 
be determined by first measuring the resistance be
tween 0 and H, with no outside shield, B, drawn on 
the paper, and then repeating the resistance meaSUTe
ment with B painted in and connected to ground. 
This method would be rather time consuming, and 
subject to drift errors. 7 The meaSUTement of Rand 
RO can be made in a few seconds, if one takes ad
vantage of symmetry. If the presence of the grounded 
box causes the lines of force to shift from F to F/, in 
figure 1, then the presence of a box, B , at the same 
potential as H would cause the lines F to shift to 
some position such as F". The decrease in collecting 
volume caused by the shift from F to F/, will be 
almost exactly equal to the increase resulting from 
the shift from F to F' I. Thus, the change in resist
ance between 0 and H , '"hich is observed when the 
potential on B is changed from ground to the same 
potential as H , is equal to 2t>.R, and the average of 
the two values measUTed is Ro. This procedure is 
analogous to the one used by Duane and Lorenz [4], 
with an actual chamber, but there is more flexibility 
in using resistance paper, since the chamber cross sec
tion can be altered by merely painting a line on the 
paper. 

It was found, during the course of meaSUTemtlnt, 
that the distortion produced in a given chamber 
ground-plate configuration is quite sensitive to the 
diameter of the guard wires. A study has been made 
to determine the variation of distortion with wire 
diameter, and is summarized below. 

Although all the data presented below was 
obtained with a (simulated) plate separation of 
40 em, it is evident that all the dimensions may be 
scaled so as to provide results which apply to other 
plate separations. 

3. Results 

FigUTes 2a, 2b, and 2c summarize the distortion 
data for a single line of guard wires at each end 
of the chamber. Each CUTve pertains to a given 
di$tance between the ends of the ground box and 
the edges of the guard plates, and the foUT CUTves 
in each figure apply to a given size collector. Figures 
3a, 3b, and 3c, are the corresponding data for two 
sets of guard wires at each end of the chamber. 
Each of the guard wires in the extra set is presumed 
to be at the same potential as the corresponding wire 
in the original set of guard ,,-ires, but placed 3 cm 
fUTther out. 

FigUTe 4 compares the distortions obtained in 
chambers guarded by single wires, double wires , 
and strips 3 cm wide . In each case, the guard 

7 Tbe resistance of four samples of Teledoltos paper tested showed a temperature 
coefficient -0.1%;0 0 (at Q% R. H . and 20° 0 ), and a relative humidity coefllcicnt 
of + 1% per one percent increase in relati,e humidity (at 30° 0 and 50% R. H. ) 
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The plate separation was 40 cm, and the collector plate was 10 cm long. 

elements were spaced by 2 em, so that 21 sets were 
required at each end of the chamber. The measure
ment was carried out on the resistance paper by 
first inserting a single set of needles into the paper 
at each end of the chamber and measuring the 
the resistance between C and H with B at the high 
potential and at ground. A second set of needles 
was then inserted at each end, and each needle 
connected by a wire to its counterpart in the first set 
and the resistance between C and H again measured 
with B at the appropriaLe potentials. Lastly, each 
needle in the first set of guard wires was connected 
to the corresponding needle in the second set by a 
thin line of condu cting paint on the paper (instead 
of the copper wire, which didn't touch the paper). 
The results indicate that the strips are much more 
effective in reducing distortion than are double or 
single wires. 

i\m \\ \ 
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,,~ DISTANCE 1\ 40 om 
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It should be noted that the dimensions of the 
cross section of these strips on the paper were not 
accurately controlled because of flow of the silver 
paint on the paper. The small dimension of the 
cross section varied between 0.5 and 1 mm, and makes 
these data uncertain by about a factor of two, as 
will be seen in the next paragraph. Even after 
allowance is made for this possible error, the improve
ment resulting from the use of strips is still evident. 
However, one drawback to the use of strips is that 
they can cause considerable absorption and scattering 
if they are in the X-ray beam. This difficulty was 
overcome in the 500 kv chamber by using strips 
everywhere but in the X-ray beam, where the strips 
were replaced by double wires. 
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resistance paper. The sizes of the spots co uld not 
be precisely controlled, and had a ± 20 percent 
fluctuation so that the results are relatively qualita
tive. Ho,,;ever, it can be seen that the wire dia
meter is a critical factor in determining field dis
tortion. 

The data presented thus far were obtained by 
observing a change in re istance as the potential 
on the external ground was changed from that 
of the ground place to that of the high voltage plate. 
These results indicate only the effect of the external 
ground on the field. It is still necessary to determine 
whether there is any significant field distortion due 
t.o causes other than the presence of the grounded 
shield. 

When the external X -ray shield is placed first at 
ground potential and then at the potential of the 
high voltage plate, the lines of force move from a 
position such as F' to one such as F" (fig. 1) . These 
lines of force straddle the position, F, that they 
would take if t he box, B, were not present. It has 
been poin ted out, that for the small distortions which 
have been considered, the area between F ' and F 
is equal to the area between F and F", so that the 
average value of the resistances obtained when the 
box is at ground and at high potential represents a 
collecting volume contained between the lines F. 
The question to be considered here is whether the 
lines F correspond to a uniform field. One straight
forward way to determine this is to measure the 
resistance when the field is constrained to be uniform, 
and compare it with the average of the resistance 
obtained on reversing poten tial on the shield. 

To obtain a uniform field in the region between 
collector and high voltage plate, a separate chamber 
was drawn on resistance paper 'with guard plates 

whose length was several times the plate separation. 
The resistance was measured between collector and 
high voltage plate, and then measured agai~ after 
the guard plates were lengthened. The reSIstance 
remained the same after the guards were lengthcned. 
This then provided a method of determining the 
resistance corresponding to a uniform field, and for 
settinO' up a standard with which the average re 
sistan~e determined by potential revers~l could ,?e 
compared. This comparison was carned. out III 

several cases, and there was no detectable dIfference 
betweim the uniform field case and the average 
between the F' and F" configuration shown in figure 
1. It appears safe to conclude that in the. ch~mber 
configurations studied here the only sIgmficant 
cause of field distortion is the grounded box. 

One might also question whether or not th a wires 
themselves produced a distortion of the field . in the 
collflction region. If so, the average of the. resIstance 
obtained with the box at ground potentIal and at 
the potential of H (fig. 1) should vary with ~he n~m 
bel' of guard wires in a. ~iven gr,ometry .. Dlstor~,lOn s 
were measured for diffel'f~n t e'uard WIre spacmgs, 
vV on each of SflVfll'f1.l she~ts. For small distor tions 
(,,:ithin the approximation of eq. 3) changing the 
number of guard wires had no effect on the average 
resis tance. Therefore, the wires themselves do not 
produce a distortion in the collector region if the over
all distortion is small . 

:'... comparison of the "two-dimensional" data 
obtained with the resistance paper with a distortion 
meaSll1'ement made in the 250-kv chamber, indicates 
the extent of the three dimensional effect mentioned 
earlier. The chamber had a plate separation of 20 
cm, a 10-cm collector, two IS-em guard plates, a 
single set of guard wires of 0.5 d~ameter , spaced .1 
cm apart, and a grounded box WIth ends apprOXI
mately 4 em from the guard wires. The top and 
bottom of the grounded box were about 2 cm hom 
the top and bottom of the plate s:vste:t:t. The re
sistance paper measurements would mdicate a field 
distortion error of about 1 percent for this configu
ration if the appropriate adjustment is made to 
account for the wire diameter. The distortion in the 
chamber was measured by observing the change in 
ionization current as the potential on the box was 
reversed. When the collecting region was shielded 
from the top and bottom of the box with a single set 
of guard wires, the field distortion error was 0.3 per
cent. When the collecting region ,vas shielded from 
the top and bottom of the box with a double set of 
guard wires (thereby reducing the effect of top and 
bottom of the box and making the chamber more 
nearlv "two dimensional" ), the field dis tortion error 
was 0.7 percent. A similar trend was observed in the 
250-kv chamber when the ends of the box were 
guarded with double wires, and th e distortion meas
ured with the top and bottom guarded first by double 
wires and then by strips. It is clear , then, that the 
field distortion in an idealized two-dimensional 
configuration, as measured by the r esistance paper, 
provides an overestimate of the distor tion in a three
dimensional geometry. 
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4 . Conclusion 

Adequate data are presented for determination of 
field distortion error in free-air ionization chambers 
of usual geometry. For a given set of chamber 
dimensions, the field distortion is found to be 
strongly dependent on the ize of the guarding ele
ments at the end of the chamber. With guard 
plate lengths appro}..wately equal to the plate 
separation, and a grounded shield around the 
chamber only slightly larger than the plate system, 
the field distortion can be kept well below 0.5 per
cent, by use of suitable guard elements. 

The resistance measuring techniques described 
will detect volume changes of less than 0.1 percent. 
It should be remembered, however, that because 
the measurements were made on a two-dimensional 

o 
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analog of an ionization chamber, they provide 
overestimates of the e1'1'ors incurred in an actual 
three-dimen ional chamber . 
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